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bones, the portion that looked best (so that is why we still
eat most of the sacrificed meat ourselves), but he really knew.
(This looks like a charmingly na'ive attempt to reconcile an
old tale, in which God really was fooled, with the poet's own
ideas of divine knowledge.) So then the Gods sent us the
first woman, as a punishment, and Afterthought, Fore-
thought's foolish brother, accepted the " beautiful evil"
although Forethought had warned him never to accept any
gift from Zeus ; and she, Pandora, took the lid off the pot
that contained all the Plagues, and they all flew out and
have been flying about ever since.1
And yet in a sense Hesiod is happier than the chiefs
for whom Homer sang. At any rate he is not obsessed, like
Homer in his sadder moments, with the thought of death.
The fact is that he has plenty to do. Homer's chiefs need
not work, unless like Odysseus they do so for sheer joy in
carpentry 2; and one cannot always be " feasting while a
divine minstrel sings ". " Men must needs be sober, and
think, by fits and starts, and when they think they fasten
their hands upon their hearts." It is the man of leisure
who is most likely to be grieved by the pity and pain of the
world.
No, Hesiod has plenty of superstition, as we have seen,
and as one may see further in the Days 3—the fateful Fourth,
the unlucky Fifth, the good days Eighth, Ninth, Tenth, and
Eleventh"; the Great Twentieth, and the Twenty-seventh or
" Thrice-ninth ", a good day for beginning things, " though
few people know it "—but his true faith is in work, economy,
and planning ahead, doing things in good time, as he keeps
saying. In short, Hesiod is a worthy member of the band of
Greek thinkers ; hard-headed and, if affected by superstition,
not overwhelmed by it; a true forerunner of those lonians
who almost in one stroke cut away from their lives the whole
mass of the old irrational terrors of " natural man ".
It is in keeping with this that Hesiod should be as he is
1	W.D., 11. 46-89 ;  aliter, with more details, in Theogony, 520-616.
2	Od. xxiii, 183 ff.
3	11. 765-828.

